COVID-19 Campus Repopulating Work Group
Minutes
April 16, 2021

**Present:** Patrick Dawes, Dr. deBerly, Theresa Przybylowicz, Jenkin Gould, Jonathan Miller, Lisa Fugiel, Chet DeGray, Andrea Nathanson, Jeremy Greenhouse, David Buonora, Barbara Washburn, Chelsea Contrada, Douglas Slavas, Keith Paul, Louisa Davis-Freeman, Deb Bellucci, John Harmon, Darlene O’Brien, Dr. deBerly, Darcy Kemp and Deb Avery

**Discussion Points**

- **Check-in Process Update** – Will need two additional staff members for the fall semester if check-in tables are still being utilized. If the check-in process is not used, possibly the faculty members can take attendance. Andrea – what is accomplished with check-in? What is the risk of not having the tables? Jonathan Miller – campus is only opened to students/staff “invited”. Once walk-in services are allowed, there will be no need for check-in. Check-in stems the rate of the disease. Fall campus activity is still unknown. Once a better idea of how the campus will run in the fall, a decision on check-in process can be made.

- The National Park Service/Museum are still closed to the public. They hope to begin guided tours 6/16 and opening the museum 7/7.

- Cap & Gown distribution will be done 5/27 and 5/28. More information to follow.

- Parade is scheduled for 6/3. Faculty can be in regalia if they choose.

- Pinning ceremonies – using both the gym and theatre in B2. John Reynolds is working with Chris Scott regarding scheduling, live stream, recording of events. Chris Scott will speak with Jenkin regarding check-in process for ceremonies.

- Can Saturday classes be added to the fall schedule (P. Dawes)? Approved by committee.

**Logistics Subgroup Updates**

- **Bookstore and Library** – No set plans in place for the Library for fall. Will be forthcoming. Bookstore is closed to the public but would be thrilled to be open for the fall if possible.

- **Campus Events** – Will STEM/College for Kids be allowed on campus this summer? (P. Dawes) Plan needs to be developed and brought to this group for approval.

- **Parking** – standard rules will apply for students in the fall (parking on campus after 3:00 allowed). Deb Avery will check with Tech Park re: student parking in their lot.

- **On Campus Testing** – can afternoon testing be added to the schedule (for athletes)? Also, an alternate location for testing must be determined (Darcey).